the secrets of advanced learning

a conception modeling tools for beginners

•
A person, view or thing of overwhelming beauty.
I ability to see. An image formed in the mind (imagination), which essentially comes from the
pu neter wust’awi (the Supreme Principle, the Creator, the Divine, God,
the Most High, the All, the One) within. The ability to perceive (see/know/feel/sense) what has
happened, is going to happen or is happening. Vision informs I ability to act.
Vision is itself informed by raw facts (truth) – “ah! I see!”. Vision inspires work, the effort
(energy) and time required to realize (arrive at the place of) the vision. It does this by inspiring
interest and desire, and so it facilitates traveling beyond present challenges (opposition).

•
A general truth from which one can reason. A scientific law. A general or ‘basic rule’
of wisdom that guides One’s conduct. The fundamental element, essence or source.

•
I will, I am free. The power of conscious decision and deliberate choice of action. Desire,
passion and/or determination. Self-Command – the ability to control One’s thoughts, speech
and actions (“will power”). Will requires detachment, which itself requires study and practice.

•
To do or make active – “put into practice”. Repeated exercise or activity done to
improve One’s skill and/or understanding with a view to gaining fluency and mastery.
I practice adjusting the mind to the right attitude for practice.
Practice makes perfect and repetition is the mother of success.
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To bring out knowledge. To instruct in a skill. To help another learn through a process of
sharing experience and demonstrating skill. Energy in and out of the eye and mouth.
There is always an advance learning to gain when teaching / sharing.
Each One teach One.
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